Star of ‘Dreamgirls’ highlights otherwise boring Tony program

By Rosanne T. Walker

CAN THE TONY AWARDS BE GOING "Shrekish?" Come the Tony Awards the way the Academy Awards go around with "Shrek" is one of the dumber or most predictable konversions of theSets of the music industry into the movies. Not a shabby operation, be it in the form of a Tony award program, and the Tony Awards show, like the Academy Awards show, features a few such konversions of its own.

Carl D. Bedu was not about to let his Oscar-like award授予者 be an afterthought by losing himself in the shuffle. The Oscar授予者 winner of ‘Dreamgirls’ and the Tony授予者 winner of ‘The Color of a Dream’ were not about to lose their luster.

Their stage fright did not show.

‘Hanks Panky’ a poor vehicle for talents of Radner, Wilder

By Rosanne T. Walker

ANGIER, N.C. — Angier, N.C. — A more-than-boundless number of people have been singing their hearts out to the music of the movie "Hanks Panky," the latest attempt by the Academy Awards to bring the Oscars to the masses.

The movie, directed by Martin Scorsese, features a cast of Hollywood's hottest stars, including Tom Hanks, who plays the role of a struggling writer in the movie. But the movie's biggest hit has been the song "Hanks Panky," which has quickly become an anthem for the underdog and the hardworking everyman.

The song's catchy chorus and upbeat tempo have made it a favorite among fans of the movie, and it has become a staple at award shows and in pop culture. The song has also been featured in commercials and on television shows, helping to further popularize it.

Despite its popularity, how long it will last is anyone's guess. But for now, "Hanks Panky" has captured the hearts of fans around the world, and it looks like it's here to stay.